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Data Center Written Exam NEW QUESTION 407When a host Cisco Network Assistant is attached to two different Cisco Nexus
5000 Series Switches is a requirement of the host NIC interfaces when attempting to use FCoE from the host? A. LACP is the only
method to enable the host-side NIC teaming for FCoE.B. The host/NICs must be capable of supporting link aggregation.C.
LACP mode ,,vPC is the correct Cisco Network Assistant parameter configuration.D. The host-side NIC team name must match
what is configured in the vPC peers.E. The NIC drivers must be configured for the ,,Cisco vPC option = on Answer: B NEW
QUESTION 408Where is FIP negotiated? A. between E Nodes and VF portsB. between E Nodes and F NodesC. between VF
portsD. between VN portsE. between VN ports and VF ports and FCFs Answer: E NEW QUESTION 409...... NEW
QUESTION 414Which Cisco Nexus 1000v Switch CLI command is used to verify the connection between the Cisco Nexus 1000v
Series Switch and VMware? A. show moduleB. show svs domainC. show svd domainD. show svs connectionsE. show svd
console Answer: D NEW QUESTION 415Which three statements about the Cisco Fibre Channel Domain feature are true?
(Choose three) A. It is responsible for domain ID distribution.B. It is responsible for fabric reconfiguration.C. The domains are
configured on a switch-wide basis.D. It functions as described in the FC-EE standards.E. It acts as relay agent for the FC ID
allocations that are distributed by the Fibre Channel Time Server(ff.ff.fb)F. It is responsible for principal switch selection.
Answer: ABF NEW QUESTION 416Which three option are valid ACE health probes? (Choose three) A. FingerB. ECHOC.
IPSecD. TFTPE. SSHF. SIP Answer: ABF NEW QUESTION 417...... NEW QUESTION 418Refer to the exhibit. Which
statement about the procedure to verify that the VSM is connected to vCenter Server is true?

A. Install a new extension key and unregister the old extension key.B. Unregister the old extension key and install a new
extension keyC. Unregister the extension key.D. Install a new extension key.E. Issue no connect and connect commands.
Answer: B NEW QUESTION 419Which EtherType is used to identify FIP? A. 0x8905B. 0x8914C. 0x8906D. 0x8915
Answer: B NEW QUESTION 420...... NEW QUESTION 428Which three statements about the virtual service domain on Cisco
Nexus 1000v Switch are true? (Choose Three) A. Service virtual machine only snoops the data and is used for monitoring purpose.
B. Any traffic coming into the VSD or going out of the VSD must go through the service virtual machine.C. A virtual service
domain (VSD) allows you to classify and separate traffic for network service.D. vMotion is supported for the service virtual
machine and should not be disabled.E. A VSD is the collection of interfaces that are guarded by the service virtual machine.F.
The show virtualservice-domainname command displays the configuration for this VSD port profile. Answer: BCE NEW
QUESTION 429Which three statements about the vTracker feature after it is enabled on the Cisco Nexus 1000v switch are true?
(Choose three) A. The vTracker feature provides information about the virtual machines that are managed by all Cisco Nexus
Switches.B. The vTracker feature uses the Link Layer Discovery Protocol.C. All vTracker views are valid for a given time only.
D. The vTracker feature provides information about the virtual network ebvironment.E. The VSM and vCenter must be on same
subnet.F. The VSM must be connected with the vCenter to collect information. Answer: BDF NEW QUESTION 430...... NEW
QUESTION 431Dynamic ARP inspection ensures that only valid ARP requests and responses are relayed. Which three activities
does a Cisco NX-OS device perform when DAI is enabled and properly configured? (Choose three) A. Intercepts ARP requests
and responses only on untrusted ports.B. Verifies that each of these intercepted packets has a valid IP-to-MAC address binding
based only on DHCP snooping binding database or statically created entries.C. Intercepts ARP requests and responses on all ports.
D. Pass-through an invalid ARP packets.E. Drops invalid ARP packets.F. Verifies that each of these intercepted packets has a
valid IP-to-MAC address binding based only on DHCP snooping binding database. Answer: ABE NEW QUESTION 432 ??
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